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This exam consists of 6 exercises. Motivate all your answers.

1. Consider the extensive form game with two players in the figure below. (In this figure,
the numbers in the circles indicate which player takes an action at that node. The
names next to the arrows are the names of the actions.)
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2.

(a) [1.5 pt]

(b) [z pt]

(c) [1.5 pt]

(d) [z pt]

(a) [2 pt]

ft) [a pt]

\Mhat are the subgame perfect equilibria of this game?

What is the (a x \ payoff matrix of the corresponding bimatrix game?

Find all pure Nash equilibria.

Suppose player 1 uses the behavioral strategy b1 with br(Lr) : Ll3,
br(Rr) :213, h(L+) :114 and fu(Ra) :314. (àr(X) denotes the be
havioral probability that player 1 selects action X at the corresponding
node.) What is the associated mixed strategy?

Give an example of a 3 x 3 bimatrix game with no pure Nash equilibrium.

Consider the 2 x 2 matrix game

n-(o"o"\.o:\o" o")'

Prove that if this matrix game has no saddlepoints, then, without loss
of generality, at ) atz, an 1 a22, a2t 1 d2z, and all ) azt.
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3. Let l[ : { 1,2,3}. The game (l/, r) is given by:

(a) [1 pt] Compute the core C(r).Express the core as convex hull of its extreme
points.

(b) [t pt] Is (l[, o) convex? Is (N, t,) super-additive?

(c) [1.5 pt] Compute the Shapley value O(u) using the characterization based on
dividends.

(d) [2.5 pt] Compute the pre-nucleolus u.(a). Use the Kohlberg criterion to show
that your ansÍfi/er is correct.

4. (a) [3 pt] For a game (N,r), the upper uector M(r) € IR" is given by:
Mo(u): u(lr) - ?,(N - {,,}) (i e ,n/).

The lower aector m(u) e IR" is defined as:

/\
mt@): fffi [ 

,fsl - D, m,@ I (z e ri).
\ ies_{i} /

Show that ma(a) { ri 1 Mn(a), for eachX€ C(u) and each i e N.

(b) [a pt] A game (I/, r) is called strictly conuer tf.

o(Su{z})-u(,S) < uQu{i})-u(\ forall ie N andall ScTEI/\{i}.

Show that in a strictly convex game all marginal vectors are different.

5. In the stochastic game
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state 1

the players optimize their average rewards.

(a) [1 pt] Why is this game irreducible?

(b) [3 pt] The players 1 and 2 use stationary strategies f : ((*,à), (t)) and g :
((3, 3),(1)) respectively' Determine the value vector v.(f, E).

(c) [2 pt] Is the strategy g optimal for player 2?

l--tl-----lI li,tl I

state 2

,S 1I 12 3 t,2 {1,3} 2,31 11,2,3
u(s) .) 0 2 4 I 6 10



6. (a) [2.5 pt] Mention the five main elements of a stochastic game and briefly explain
these.

(b) [S.f ptJ Prove that if ("!,,rr?) and (n*1*, zrf.) are two equilibrium points of a zero
sum discounted stochastic game then also (nl,n?") and (zrl., r2.) are
equilibrium points.

Total:36+4points


